AMBI Graduate Accomplishments & Update

AMBI graduate Ali Naquvi, JD, MS, has his own healthcare consulting firm called Meditors and is currently putting a writing team together to write two textbooks for a client that caters to the community college market, i.e., Intro to Biology and Intro to Anatomy & Physiology. And they liked his work at Legal Trends in Bioethics so much that when the Editor of the journal left in February, Dr. Sigrid Fry-Revere offered him the position and he accepted! He should be putting out his first issue in the next month or so.

His organization, Independent Viewpoints, is a participating member of the American Council for Freedom in Bahrain (ACFBahrain), which organized the National Rally Against Human Rights Abuses in Bahrain in Washington, DC on April 15th, 2011. The rally received front page coverage in the Washington Post the following day. ACFBahrain is trying to bring more awareness to the human rights atrocities in Bahrain because they have been relatively ignored by our gov't and mainstream media as compared to all other uprisings in the Middle East since our Navy's Fifth Fleet is stationed there.

The King of Bahrain recently published an Op-Ed in the Washington Times found here: AL-KHALIFA: Stability Is Prerequisite for Progress

His response to this has just been published by the same paper as a Letter to the Editor found here: Letter to the Editor: Bahrain Can Achieve Stability Without a King